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With the beginning of 1969 the CATAMOUNT
sees the importance of restating as well as
introducing its editorial staff policies. By plainly
stating stands on certain issues a perspective
of the new year can be gained as to the editorial
opinions of the CATAMOUNT.
One of the guiding factors behind CATAMOUNT
policy making is the process of change in all
aspects ..of life.
Inevitable change as well as
artificially induced change (when used to serve
man's best interests) are integral parts of progress in today's fast moving society. Fortunatel~
because Cubberley is in many ways a liberal
and open school, the students at Cubberley have
realistic
opportunities to involve themselves in
their own educational environment, thus preparing
-them for their future.
The following are the editor.ial policies of
this paper:
• The CATAMOUNT supports the proposed Multicultural Activities Program and its coordinator,
Mr. Sidney Walton. We do not accept the claims
of the Citizens for Excellent Education that intercultural studies is sufficient for today's students
and that Palo Alto's high caliber school district
will be jeopardized through' 'importing trouble."
• The CATAMOUNT supports the transfer of 16
black students from the Sequoia Unified School
District to Cubberley and we hope that this action
will be expanded in the future. Another program
similar to this is the exchange of a few students
for a full week of Cubberley and Ravenswood
High School students.
The CATAMOUNT hopes
-that the exchange will prove successful and beneficial to the students who take part in the pro"':
gram as well as to the two schools:, \
-The CATAMOUNT encourages stude:Q.tsto form
or fa join groups on campus which are involved
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EXAM SCHEDULE
January 21, Tuesday
Period 7
2:20-3:10
January 22, Wednesday
Period 1 .
8:15-9:45
Brunch
9:45-10:00
Period 4
10:00-11:30
January 23, Thursday
Period 2
8:15-945
Brunch
9:45-10:00
Period 5
10:00-11 :30
January 24, Friday
Period 3
8:15-9:45
Brunch
9:45-10:00
Period 6
10:00-11 :30

***

***

***

Students i.wishing to forget
finals week may lose themselves in the world of ROMEO
AND JULIET on Wednesday,
January 22.
1'be Part Theatre will give
a special performance of the
popular new film for Cubberley
students only, beginning at 1:00.
Tickets at the reduced rate of
$1.50 are available at the auditor's office. Students must provide their own transportation.

THE
By MIKE HAMILTON
Cubberley High School legislative council has finally
brought Old Salem into 1969
with the formation of a witch
hunt by several Cubberley students who have decided to pass
judgment on the morality of
the Daughter s of the American
Revolution.
The group of students,
anxious to alleviate racism at
Cubberley, have taken the writings of a political hack writer
in order to attack the D.A.R.
as racist and therefore force
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Cubberley to refuse the D.A.R.
scholarship given to an outstanding student in the spring.
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By STEVE CONIGLIO
to super build' the weak and flimAfter many months of unblesy bodies of 'Superschool, enmished
bliss,
Superschool,
couraged the male students to
U.S.A., suffered its first major
bring trading. stamp books to
crisis, for a few crusading cauhelp pay for the SuperKillemses, in dire need of financial . Good exercise machine: The
support from students and comencouragement was small, but munity, found themselves in a firm ... six stamp books equals
truly sticky fix..• none of them
an "A" ; five, a " B", etc.
could raise enough money to
And a student-oriented mulachieve their goals.
ticultural
group, whose prime
Their band and chorale, tryconcern was that of disproving
ing desperately to fly down to anything coming out of the camp
their sister city, were in the of a certain adult-oriented unimidst of squeezing the commucultural group, tried vainly to
nity blue. It was rumored that
scrape up enough money from
a few members mugged a Salpeople
who had already been hit
vation Army Band, put on their
by the above mentioned.
uniforms, and played a couple
The realization that none
of turns in the street. But on a
would tow their mark slowly
more::ophisticated level, some crept in upon the campus. In a
were smuggling in Old Crow last, powerful effort, the leadfrom Jay & Jay's via instrument
ers and organizers of the
cases, bringing in 10%of the net groups held a meeting where
sales.
ideas for coalition were discusThe R.E. department, trying
sed.
The meeting lasted all
night, but when it ended, the
doors opened up in the faculty
lounge and the people filed out,
faces beamming with smiles,
happy that finally all their probbe racist.
Their next move, lems were solved.
Publicity for the merged
after emerging from the dusty
book stacks, was to confront cause hit the campus the very
the D.A.R. with their newly next day during the morning bul«All those truly confound information and demand letin,
cerned
in
increasing better unexplanations and/or clarificathroughout the
tions of the events they had derstanding
found. The San Francisco D. world, and in improving the phyA.R. refusal to clarify events sical condition oftho·se less forwhich happened in other places tunate' than you, are asked to
during. other ages led the stu- please. contribute whatever posdents to the conclusion that sible to send a multi-colored
the organization was indeed ra- exercise machine down to the
cist and not worthy of giving underprivileged families of our
scholarships to Cubberley stu- fine sister city down south.
dents, hence the motion before Please, mail your contributions
in a self-addressed, self-Blue
legislative council.'lt'
The D.A.R. is a political Chip Stamped envelope to:
organization to be true. How- SUPERCAUSE, Box #1, Superever the only relationship he- city. U.S.A... Thank you."
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-that the exchange will prove successful and beneficial to the students who take part in the pro":
gram as well as to the two schools:,
-The CATAMOUNT encourages
students to form
or to join groups on campus which are involved
with the community
such as the Students Concerned for Aiding the Multicultural
Program.
- The CATAMOUNT notes with regret the student apathy prevalent
at Cubberley
concerning
such matters
as weak school spirit at athletic
events,
a geveral
lack of interest
in student
elections
as well as participation
in student government, and meager student attendance at school
functions such as dances, concerts, club meetings,
etc.
-The CAT AMOUNT would like to see the pass- fail
system incorporated
into the grading system of
non-academic
classes (as classified
by the California Scholarship Federation) which would include
physical education.
,This mode of grading should
be used on a voluntary basis and not used to
replace
entirely
the present
grading system.
- The CATAMOUNT urges students to support
necessary
changes in their education
and when
possible
become personally
involved in effecting
such change.
The CATAMOUNT will be .ready to
support, depending on the issue, concerned students
who have exhausted all administrative
channels and
demonstrate
their strong beliefs as a means to constructive change. The CAT AMOUNT categorically
re jeets violence as a method to bring about change.
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rings of a political hack writer
in order to attack the D.A.R.
as racist and therefore force
Cubberley' to refuse the D.A.R.
scholarship given to an outstanding student in the spring.
To this end, they have submitted a motion to the legislative council.
They formulated a "case study" which allegedly "proves"
the racist tendencies of the
D.A.R. They had to go back
almost a century to do it. The
case study involves four incidents, the most recent of
which (and the only one portrayed in detail) occured almost thirteen years ago. The
incident involved a woman - a
member of the Denver D.A.R.who alledgedly insinuated that
a Mexican-American boy was
not fit to carry the flag. With
this incident in mind, the moralizing students reached the
conclusion that the D.A.R. might

the urganization was indeed racist and not worthy of giving
scholarships to Cubberley students, hence the motion before
1"
legislative council. 'I
The D.A.R. is a political
organization to be true. However the only relationship between that organization and the
school is that of a contribution
to _one Cubberley graduate's
higher education. The D.A.R.
in no way solicits Cubberley
students.
Legislative council~,sadgenda
is overflowing with constructive proposals (for instance
pass fail in non-academic subjects) and to spend weeks, on
an asinine witch hunt simply
because some students want
to play "keep up with Stanford
University," merely reflects
upon the legislative council,
giving it an aura of irresponsibility •

xCl'CTisC) l11aclilne down to t11C
underprivileged families of our
fine sister city down south.
Please, mail your contributions
in a self-addressed, self- Blue
Chip' Stamped envelope to:
SUPERCAUSE, Box #1, Supercity, U.S.A..• Thank you."

GAIA sf MAKES DEBUT
GAIA sf, a new literary magazine published by members of
the Science Fiction and Fantasy
club.•is named in honor of Gaia,
the mother of creation in Greek
mythology; the" sf", according
to editor David Nee, is the abbreviation of speculative fiction
which includes both science fiction and fantasy.
The second issue o{the club's
magazine is scheduled for publication in February, at a cost
of 20 cents.

Venturina '"

BULLlTT should fit together
precisely. Its drama should be
intensified
by making each
scene curt and every character
vital.
Instead, the movie's
strands
dangle--characters
move without motivation, the
action seems disconnected. It
is incoherent in a sloppy way,
not like the pleasingly baffling
spy films like FUNERAL IN
BERNICE SAKUMA, Editor
BERLIN or THE SPY WHO
-CAME IN FROM THE COLD.
The San Francisco locale manages to divert one from the plot,
however, and keep one wonderThe CATAMOUNT, an official publication of the Associated
ing when the sun has ever shined
Students of Cubberley High School, Palo Alto, California, is pub-- so continuously on the City.
lished bi-monthly by the advanced journalism class, together, The now famous chase sequence
with the graphic arts students. The CATAMOUNTis mailed on produces a delightful" queasian exchange basis to other schools as Second Class matter.
ness.
Jacqueline Bisset, as
STAFF
Bullitt's girl, produces quite
Editor .•.••.••.•.•.•••..•••..
'.•..
Bernice Sakuma another type of nausea. Her
Managing Editor •..•••••••....•.•.•
Susanne Levitsky part is unnecessary first of all,
News Editor .•••••••.•••••.•.•.••
Claudia Marchman
and she mouths some platitudes
Sports Editor •••.•.•.•.•••...•••••••
Chris Martin
that undoubtedly were cliches
BUSIness Manager ...•••••••.••••.•••
-•• Sue Klink before Mary Pickford's time.
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BARBER SHOP
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.
open 8:30 to 6:00

~j~
Tues.

thru Sat.

323-4957

